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CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Good afternoon, Judge Mudau. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Good after, Chief Justice. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Are you well, sir? 

JUDGE MUDAU: It’s a beautiful day, I’m at peace, thank you for asking.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you, thank you.  For how many years 

were you a District Court Magistrate? 



JUDGE MUDAU: From 1992 to 2005 when I was appointed [intervenes] 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Bring the mic closer.  

JUDGE MUDAU: I beg your pardon.  From 1992 until 2005 when I took the 

position of a Regional Court Magistrate in Randburg.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Yes.  And, during that period, did you get some 

exposure to one leadership role or another? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Certainly so.  Early, in the nineties, I was appointed a section 

head, Family Court, including civil, before I took up a senior position in 

Johannesburg, as a Senior Magistrate.  So, shortly after my appointment as a 

Magistrate, I was appointed section head, Civil and Family Court and thereafter I 

moved to Johannesburg where eventually I became section head Criminal Court 

and, in that position, certainly, the position itself entailed a leadership position.  I 

was a sub-cluster head.  I had 44 magistrates under me and I also controlled five 

other senior magistrates under me.  The office alone, the section alone, in terms of 

stature and the number of, the amount of work I had to do, beat any other 

Magistrate’s Office in the land.  It’s the biggest office, Johannesburg that is.  All in 

all, we were about 89 magistrates with a special degree Chief Magistrate, the 

position has since been abolished or is standing vacant.  So yes, it was a 

leadership position.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Was that position where a magistrate used to 

earn more than all others?  That special grading? 

JUDGE MUDAU: That’s a fact.  Yes.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Yes. 



JUDGE MUDAU: That’s true.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Now, what leadership responsibilities, you had 

during that period would you say would help were you to be appointed to the 

position of Deputy Judge President? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you, Chief Justice.  The position entailed a lot of 

planning.  I would come up with a roll, monthly roll, roster, I beg your pardon, that 

coordinated leave of absence of my own colleagues.  That will be an added 

advantage because I’ve got that background.  And also, in terms of allocating 

work, I had unfettered discretion with regard to who I would allocate work to in 

terms of all the various Courts.  I was in charge of the whole of Soweto before the 

demarcation and, all in all ten branches other Courts, so that was my 

responsibility.  Excuse me.  That responsibility, it is the same responsibility that I 

believe will be an advantage if I’m successful in this position.  One has had to look 

at skills readily available in terms of human resources, in terms of what capacity 

one has, the experience levels, where can one put which magistrate, which court, 

because I had access to finalize matters.  All reviews, all appeals, came through 

my office.  I had a central register.  I had a central register that deals with which 

Magistrate is on leave, how do I replace who, when, and all of that.  So yes, that 

was my daily responsibility, Chief Justice.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Yes.  And, you were in that position until 2005 or 

beyond 2005? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Until 2005, because my position as Regional Court 

Magistrate, I occupied that position from the 1st of May 2005.   



CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Now, and for how many years were you a 

Regional Court Magistrate? 

JUDGE MUDAU: For ten years.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Did you shoulder any leadership responsibilities 

in that capacity? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Indeed, I did.  I was the Regional Court coordinator.  Gauteng, 

as huge as it is, the Regional Court President shouldered me with the 

responsibility of continuing the role I had, in other words of allocating work to my 

own colleagues in Randburg, where I sat.  We had three to four Regional Courts 

and all the matters started with me, I would then allocate work on that basis to 

other colleagues in that Regional Court.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Apart from work allocation, what is it you did that 

you would hold out as something that stands you in good stead as, or that would 

stand you in good stead, were you to be appointed Deputy Judge President? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I coordinated, Chief Justice, judicial returns, statistics.  That 

was my area of responsibility.  In other words, all the, we had 42 Court under me, 

so, the, it was a coordinated venture to coordinate all the judicial returns, in other 

words, court performance and all of that, also to watch out which area requires 

more human capital in the form of Magistrates.  Which area can we scale down 

and use Magistrates in other areas, where we can, you know, have work being 

attended to?  I wrote reports, numerous reports because the position required that 

I should train other colleagues and made recommendation to the Magistrate’s 

Commission, in other words, through, obviously through my Chief Magistrate, with 

regard to the suitability or otherwise of candidates to be appointed formally, to 



take up position as Magistrates.  So, I wrote those, write those reports and the 

feedback I got was that my reports were highly recommended.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: And, as a Judge, you’ve been a Judge for about 

three and half years, thereabout? 

JUDGE MUDAU: [inaudible 0:07:21.6] 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: You’ve switched off your mic.  

JUDGE MUDAU: I’m sorry.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Just leave it on.  Yes, sir? 

JUDGE MUDAU: If one takes into account my acting period, I would say about 

five years.  I would say about five years, because I qualify for my first leave of 

absence, beginning the 1st of January in a few months’ time, January 2020. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Was it continuous? 

JUDGE MUDAU: It was not continuous, but I’m talking about the overall 

combined period, it’s close to five years.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: But as a permanent Judge, you have been for 

over three years? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes, over three years.   Definitely, from the 1st of July 2016.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Alright.  Now, maybe before I invite the Judge 

President to put questions to you, what contribution do you see yourself making to 

strengthen the leadership of the judiciary in the, in Limpopo?  In other words, in 

your own words, what are the challenges given a change, I know there’s a Judge 



President, given a chance, what is it that you would suggest should be done 

differently and so on.  

JUDGE MUDAU: I’m mindful that the position that I’m here for, is that of a 

Deputy Judge President, who inevitably will have to give support to the sitting 

Judge President.  He has been running that division in the manner that he has 

been doing, very well.  My role will be to give him the necessary support in terms 

of making sure that there is synergy between colleagues, that inasmuch as there 

may be challenges within the system, let’s address those as a unit.  Because 

there’s no place where you might go where you find that there are not challenges.  

But challenges are there to be addressed and you can only do so if you act as 

one.  Able to communicate the vision, able to, being able to have empathy with 

your colleagues.  I think it’s very, very key.  Communicating your strategy very 

well, in terms of what are the blockages in the system.  Because ultimately, the 

work at hand is about dispensing justice to the people.  That is the primary role of 

a Judge.  To listen to facts, applying the law, to identify blockages, what is it that 

we can do to make sure that this case, this management of cases, from the 

beginning when a case has been opened, and up to finality when there’s a 

determination.  So, my background on [inaudible 0:10:27.2] I’m used to interacting 

with huge numbers of colleagues.  I’ve done that for close to two decades.  And 

I’m a per-, I’m a people’s person.  I have no difficulty, certainly, to engage 

colleagues.  In fact, my colleagues in Limpopo are also my friends.  I’ve got their 

numbers on my phone.  Not because I came here today, but that has always been 

the situation.  So, I’m very accessible and that is the support role that I’ll give to 

my JP.   



CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: I don’t want to misunderstand you, but you could 

be misunderstood to be saying that there is lack of synergy, there is absence of 

effective communication with colleagues, there are some problems that you are 

uncomfortable to articulate, that is understandable, but to the extent that there are 

problems that you could articulate, I suggest you do so and tell us how you are 

going to have them addressed and if there are there human relations  challenges 

as well, unity challenges, communications challenges, you may wish to raise 

those so that we appreciate where you’re coming from.  

JUDGE MUDAU: My comments was definitely in general terms.  I must be quick 

to point out, Honourable Chief Justice, it was in general terms, that I come up with 

a background where I dealt with very many people, colleagues and I’m aware of 

my own personal strength.  I’m not suggesting for a moment that there are indeed 

such problems in that division.  The point I’m making, however, is that those are 

some of the strengths that one can bring to the fore to make sure that we face the 

work at hand, together.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Yes.  Well, you see now, if you want to be the 

Deputy Judge President of Limpopo, I think you ought to be able to say, I’m a 

Judge there, I’m familiar with the environment and especially because the Judge 

President plays a supervisory role over the Magistracy in the province, this is how 

I’m going to contribute towards you know, making justice more accessible, making 

the division more effective at all levels, coordinating the activities of the PEEC for 

instance, so something that we can touch, not, we appreciate the generalities but I 

think some specificity is also called for.  What are you offering, and how? 



JUDGE MUDAU: I come from that province, that’s where I cut my teeth, within 

the judiciary, albeit in the Lower Court judiciary, so I certainly am familiar with the 

area and I am familiar with the colleagues in the Lower Court judiciary, in that 

area.  When I became a Judge, I was approached to make myself available with 

Limpopo as a Judge and I declined it, I said I would rather prefer to go to centre I 

will get more exposure as it were.  And that’s how I ended up in Gauteng.  So, I 

declined nomination in Limpopo, that’s where I come from.  I’m very passionate 

about the area, I’m familiar with the area.  I know the challenges that come from 

the Lower Courts.  I worked long, for a long period of time in the Lower Court, so I 

will add value in terms of work that has to be done in terms of case flow 

management structures in place or behalf of the Judge President and yourself as 

the law currently prescribes.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Very well.   JP? 

JUDGE PRESIDENT MAKGOBA: Thank you, Chief Justice.  Judge Mudau, 

you come from the area of Limpopo.  You might be aware that Limpopo has 

various population groupings, to be specific four or so.  How would you as a 

Judge, as a Deputy Judge President bring some synergy and working together in 

the justice system in that area? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you, JP.  As I said, I was born and raised in that 

province.  I am familiar with the area.  I am familiar with the languages and the 

groupings in the area.  My sense is that taking a position there, certainly, would 

also address the question of representativity as it were.   

JUDGE PRESIDENT MAKGOBA: Further, in our tradition, Deputy Judge 

Presidents are in charge of management of the Court rolls and also allocation of 



work to other Judges.   Now, how would you go about implementing the 

management of the Court roll, bearing in mind the prevailing circumstances of our 

case flow management? 

JUDGE MUDAU: One will have to lead by example, mindful of course, of the 

current resources that we have.  I’m aware that the province has all in all, as we 

speak, eight Judges and that the Deputy Judge President, sometimes yourself, 

are responsibility for the roll call and allocation of work on the basis of equity.  In 

other words, looking at who’s available.  I’m aware, for instance, that through you I 

managed to access the statistics and also establish what happens when.  I’m 

aware that there’s a roll call on Monday.  I’m aware that one Judge, there’s a roll 

call and that one Judge, there are two Judges who are responsible for the 

Criminal Court roll.  I’m also aware that there’s a Court that, a Judge that sits in 

terms of unopposed motion Court roll who is also available to assist in appeals 

and after, and urgent matters.  So, it will be my task to then be alive to the 

challenges to allocate work and help where one can in the process.  Mindful of 

course of the available resources that we have.   

JUDGE PRESIDEN MAKGOBAT: What role would you play, or rather, let 

me say, do you have any knowledge of continuing legal education, and if so, did 

you take part in any legal education so far, since you became a Judge?  Or even 

during the time when you were still a Magistrate? 

JUDGE MUDAU: During my time as a Magistrate I was always involved in 

judicial education, even before the time of, before the time of SAJEI at Justice 

College, I presented seminars, even currently, I’m available and have been invited 

by SAJEI to make presentation.  Early this year I lectured to aspirant Judges on 



management of criminal cases.  So, one would have to continue with that, 

because I think continuous legal education is a must for all of us.  Because the law 

is not static, it changes all the time.  Particularly when one has regard to the 

changing environment in which we work.  The practise, the change in rules.  

There’s now Rule 37A and all of that.  One has to be kept abreast, you know, 

developments regarding the law.   

JUDGE PRESIDENT MAKGOBA: Lastly, you mentioned in your resume 

that at one stage you were approached to be an acting Chief Magistrate of 

Johannesburg in the absence of Mr Bhashe who was indisposed for a long time.  

How long was it and what experience did you get there and what innovation did 

you bring about? 

JUDGE MUDAU: The acting upon meant, in that position, would happen from 

time to time in the absence of either the Chief Magistrate Mr Bashed or his deputy, 

because sometimes they would have work that would take them away for a day or 

two.  In that case then, I would be appointed to act in that position.  So that often 

happened on all the occasions. The appointment did not require the Minister, 

because the Rules allowed that if it’s for a position of less than five days, the Head 

of Court can then appoint.   

JUDGE PRESIDENT MAKGOBA: Thank you, Chief Justice.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you so much, JP.  Mr Singh? 

MR SINGH: Thank you, Chief Justice.  Mr Mudau, I noticed on your 

questionnaire, that you have a reserved judgment still outstanding from the 3rd of 

June 2019 in Emerging Search Consultant v FIS Systems.  



CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Mr Singh, if you could bring it closer, it’s difficult 

to hear you. 

MR SINGH: Thank you, Chief Justice, should I repeat the question? 

JUDGE MUDAU: No, you don’t have to repeat the question.  I have got no 

outstanding judgments; all my judgments are out.  Sorry, unless you are referring 

to, I was referred to, let me just look at the [intervenes] 

MR SINGH: Page 13 of the questionnaire. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Just give me a moment.  The point I was trying to make is that 

all the judgments that I indicated was rescinding, at the time that I filled out the 

form, it was only one and that judgment has since been handed down.  That’s the 

point I’m making.  But since then and now, obviously, we picked up other partite 

matters.  Just give me one moment, I’m trying to find it.   I’m trying to find your 

page 13.  No, this judgment has been handed down. 

MR SINGH: Since you filled in the form? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  

MR SINGH: Alright.  Thank you.  

JUDGE MUDAU: It was only one as at the time and the judgment has since 

been handed down.  

MR SINGH: Thank you, Chief Justice.  I think the JP has covered the rest of my 

concerns.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you.  Thank you so much, Mr Singh.  

Commissioner Msomi? 



COMMISSIONER MSOMI: Thank you, CJ.  Good afternoon, Judge Mudau? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Good afternoon, Commissioner Msomi.   

COMMISSIONER MSOMI: Judge Mudau, there’s something that has stood out for 

me, and it’s a comment that has been made by the Black Lawyers Association 

[intervenes] 

JUDGE MUDAU: By the? 

COMMISSIONER MSOMI: Black Lawyers Association, BLA, both at a national and 

branch level.  The BLA nationally say it doesn’t support your candidature because 

you have only been a Judge for three years.  Any comment to that anxiety from 

the BLA? 

JUDGE MUDAU: That anxiety should be put to rest for the simple reason that 

experience is a relative word.  There’s no threshold for experience.  It depends 

where you are.  I am currently at a very busy division, the busiest in the country.  If 

you spend one term in that division, it feels like a year.  Because of the nature of 

the work that you do, the amount of work that you are exposed to and all of that. 

So, when one has regard to all of that, that’s relative.  And one has, when one has 

a background of my own involvement, at a management level, albeit in the Lower 

Courts, that is still management.  It’s over 30 years that I was involved.  I joined 

the profession at the age of 24.  I was presiding at the age of 29.  The youngest 

presiding officer.  I became a Magis-, Senior Magistrate at the age of 34, in a very 

busy centre, the youngest ever in the history of the country.  If one has regard to 

the amount of work I’ve done, I see they talk about that I’m aged 60, they are 

wrong, I’m 58.  They are quick to mention that they haven’t, they confess that they 

haven’t looked at all the judgments, so one must bear that in mind.  I noticed that 



from the teaching profession they say that the work, rather, the amount of 

judgments that I’ve written is extensive.  It’s extensive.  So, I would suggest that 

that can be, the point can be put at rest in that regard.  

COMMISSIONER MSOMI: Thank you.  And the point that is then raised at a 

branch level, is that you lack the knowledge of the dynamics of the High Court and 

then they ask the JSC to invite you to demonstrate that you understand the 

challenges that is faced by the High Court in Limpopo.  Now, the CJ has tried to 

elicit that from you, and I don’t think you have done so.  What are the challenges 

facing the High Court in your division and how do you intend to address those 

challenges?  Particularly the issue relating to Thohoyandou which is set out in 

another commentary in respect of another candidate?  Thank you.  

JUDGE MUDAU: There has to be synergy between the Main Court in 

Polokwane and what happens in Thohoyandou, in terms of practises for the 

benefit, excuse me, of the role players, in particular the organized professions.  I’m 

familiar with the challenges that are there.  I had, if I must disclose, a full briefing 

of no less than three hours with the previous incumbent.  I took it the initiative of 

my own accord and met with Justice Mokhathwa, who previously occupied the 

position, a few days ago.  To have a full understanding of what the situation is all 

about.  And I think I know exactly what the situation is about.  I can add value in 

terms of meeting up those challenges in terms of coming up with structures and 

processes in place, to make sure that we alleviate the problem.  I’m aware that, 

amongst other things, the challenge there is infrastructure.  There are only three 

Courts available.  Three Judges sitting there.  So, you have one Judge who, for 

the entire week, is responsible for civil matters.  So, in other words, for a 

practitioner who would have to attend to an opposed motion matter for instance, 



you might have a challenge to wait.  So, those are the kind of things that we might 

have to address.  Obviously, through the office of the Judge President to open up 

the situation, to invite acting Judges to come and help in the situation as well.  And 

possibly, to also ask the current Magistrate’s Offices in the area, to if possible, to 

give us a courtroom, for us to be able to spread out the work in that manner, 

because you can, if you don’t have capacity in terms of infrastructure, it remains a 

challenge,  But the work still has to be done.  So, I am indeed familiar with what 

needs to happen.  Another, one other thing that I need to add is that, to alleviate 

the problem, the challenges that are there, case, pretrial it’s very necessary.  Also 

including criminal cases.  Before the trial date arrives.  In other words, insist on 

that ensure that everyone is on board for a legal representative, if it’s legal aid 

representing an accused person, they must come up front to say that they are 

ready for the matter to run uninterrupted until the matter is finalized.  So, you can't 

have a situation where somebody rocks up, trials are falling through because a 

person says I’ve not been properly instructed or I haven’t had insight into the 

contents of the docket.  So, those are some of the things that I think I would add 

value on.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Commissioner Malema? 

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Thank you very much.  Good morning, good 

afternoon Judge. 

JUDGE MUDAU: [inaudible 0:28:49.2] 

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Do I understand you to be saying, a Judge that 

served one term on Gauteng is equivalent to a Judge that served in year in 

Limpopo? 



JUDGE MUDAU: The point I was making is that if the workload that you are 

exposed to, it might be given one particular term, but the amount of work and the 

nature of the work that you are exposed to, gives you experience because there’s 

no, the word experience is relative and there’s no threshold for experience.  That’s 

the point that I’m trying to make.  It is within that context that I said everything has 

to be looked at in context.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: So, a Judge that served a year in Limpopo, 

compared to a Judge that served acting stint of one term, remains senior to that 

one who served acting for one term, in terms of seniority?  I hear the experience 

and the busyness, because busyness is also relative. 

JUDGE MUDAU: That’s right.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: So, if you have acted one term and the person 

has been a Judge for one year, he’s senior than you, am I correct? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Seniority remains, with Judges, seniority is based on the point 

of entry.  When did you become a Judge?  So, one looks into that.  The question 

as I understood it, was in relation to experience.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: And I’m asking my own question, a different 

question altogether.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Okay.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: So, a Senior Judge will be the one that started 

acting, I mean, being a Judge before you came in? 

JUDGE MUDAU: That’s right.  



COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Now, you have been a Judge for three years?  

Am I right? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Over three years.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: No but, I get the acting stint, that I get, but 

fulltime on the bench? 

JUDGE MUDAU: It’s a little over three years. 

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: It’s more than three years? 

JUDGE MUDAU: It’s a little over three years.   I become four years on the 1st of 

January. 

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Okay.  So, you have been a Judge for four years 

and then you go to a Court in Limpopo where there have been Judges for more 

than those years.  You have not been a Judge there despite the fact that you were 

a Magistrate there.  You come and want to become their leader at a level of DJP, 

how will that work in relation to seniority? 

JUDGE MUDAU: That is no threat.  That is no threat at all because there are 

numerous examples in this country where people, where colleagues took up 

senior position after a short period of time.  You know?  I remember, if I may 

mention a name, Deputy Judge President Mojapelo, became a Deputy Judge 

President after a short period of time in 2005.  He had become a Judge around 

2001.  There were other Judges.  So, one can’t only solely look at that position.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: But does seniority account for anything to you? 

JUDGE MUDAU: It does.  But it can’t only be looked at seniority.  



COMMISSIONER MALEMA: No, no, you will remember that we started with 

the term and the years and now we are at seniority.  So, seniority is very important 

especially in the legal fraternity.  And in the judiciary as well. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Seniority cannot be discounted.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Cannot be? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Discounted.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Can you expand on that? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Seniority cannot be ignored.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Okay.  Now, am I right to say you have a 

difficulty in explaining the challenges confronting that division of Limpopo.  

Because both the Chief Justice and Commissioner Msomi are asking you to take 

us into confidence as to what are the issues, in a simplified manner, especially for 

some of us who are not lawyers and who are not fulltime in the Courts, just to say 

when I become a DJP I’m going to deal with one, two, three, four in Limpopo.  

These are the problems.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Mr Malema, I wouldn’t say I had a difficulty in answering the 

question.  I answered the question to the best of my ability.  The work of a Judge 

is to adjudicate facts and apply the law.  The work of a DJP would be to support 

the JP in fulfilment of that primary role of making sure that there’s access to 

justice, of making sure that you take justice to the people.  I mentioned that one 

has to look at this task in a wholistic fashion.  You identify blockages in the system 

and try to unblock those.  That’s what I said.   



COMMISSIONER MALEMA: That’s you answer, Judge.  The former DJP was 

a female.   

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: If we replace her with a male, does that help to 

transform that division, or the judiciary itself?  If we appoint you to replace a 

female, does it help to advance transformation? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Transformation is an ongoing process.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Just keep your mic on.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Transformation is an ongoing process.  It’s not an event in 

itself.  I’m sure the process that has started since 1994, of transforming the 

judiciary, it’s ongoing until today.  That division requires that there be female 

Judges.  My availability or my being appointed as a Deputy Judge President in 

that position, certainly would not stop me from making endeavours to ensure that 

the Bench is transformed to attract females as well.  It’s an ongoing process.  As a 

matter of fact, if you may allow me.  When I went to Johannesburg, the 

Magistrates who were there were a handful.  I was involved in pursuing 

transformation and there were 21 vacancies.  I headed a task team of no more 

than three people, to identify candidates across the breadth of this country and in 

particular women.  I did that.  The current Chief Magistrate in Johannesburg was 

part of the process and many other Regional Court Magistrates and may I add, 

including acting Judges.  So, I was involved, I played a leading role in terms of 

identifying talent and certainly this would not stop by my being appointed as a 

Deputy Judge President.  It will continue.  Because I’m a firm believer in that.   



COMMISSIONER MALEMA: When we appointed a female as a Deputy 

Judge President, was that not one step forward towards achieving that objective of 

transformation? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I’ve got no doubt that it was.  But now she has moved on, 

she’s now occupying a senior position.  The position is now vacant.  The Chief 

Justice addressed this question a few months ago at a gathering in Mpumalanga 

and I thought, and I can agree with his sentiments when he said that this is an 

ongoing process.  You can’t just throw people into the deep end.  I remember 

hearing him say that at a meeting of women Judges and I agree entirely with him.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: And appointing a male in the position that was 

occupied by a female, will it not be two steps backward in a wrong direction? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Not necessarily so, particularly if you are going to put an 

individual who believe in that.  It is not.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: But it can be that men who believe in 

transformation, particularly women empowerment, should themselves occupy 

those positions that will be to the satisfaction of transformation.  You can’t say 

because men believe that the women must be empowered, as long as we’ve 

appointed a man that believes in women empowerment, it’s enough. 

JUDGE MUDAU: The point [intervenes] 

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: How does that help to advance that? 

JUDGE MUDAU: The point I made is that the issue of transformation is 

ongoing, it’s not an event in itself.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: How many arms of the State do we have? 



JUDGE MUDAU: We have three.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: How do they complement each other? 

JUDGE MUDAU: The one, each arm plays a different role in support of the 

affairs of the State.  You have your judiciary, you’ve got your legislature, you’ve 

got your executive.  Each one has a clear mandate of their own.  And in that way, 

they complement each other to ensure that we have a strong democracy such as 

ours.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: What are the mandates of the arms of the 

State? 

JUDGE MUDAU: The primary mandate, obviously, I would imagine is to carry 

out the provisions of the Constitution of the Republic, of the Constitution of the 

Republic.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: You said there are three arms of the State, let’s 

mention all the three and their roles. 

JUDGE MUDAU: You have got your executive.  You have got your legislature; 

you have got your judiciary.  Judiciary has a role to run the Court of the land to 

interpret the laws of the country.  The executive has a role to manage the affairs of 

the State.  Your legislature’s role has a role to pass the law of the country from 

time to time in addressing the challenges that we have in the country.   

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Can the Judges make the law? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Judges interpret the law.  Judges may develop the law.  

Depending on the circumstances.  

COMMISSIONER MALEMA: Thank you, Judge.   



JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you, Commissioner. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you.  Commissioner Nyambi? 

COMMISSIONER NYAMBI: Thanks, CJ.  Afternoon, Judge Mudau. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Good afternoon, Commissioner Nyambi.  

COMMISSIONER NYAMBI: If you can share with us your understanding of 

judiciary accountability? 

JUDGE MUDAU: The judiciary, or Judges account to the public through the 

judgments that we write.  In other words, the, if you are saddled with a matter that 

you must preside over, it is in that judgment that you must give us reasons why 

you arrive at a particular decision.  It must be logical, it must be fair, it must be 

balanced.  It must tell us why you arrive at a particular conclusion.  In that way you 

are being accountable.   

COMMISSIONER NYAMBI: What are the implications of a delayed 

judgment? 

JUDGE MUDAU: They are severe in that the public will start losing faith in the 

system.  We can’t afford that.  That is why in this country we have norms in place 

that says you can’t have a delayed judgment beyond three months.  That is why 

personally I’ve never owed a judgment beyond three months.  

COMMISSIONER NYAMBI: Last question.  You spoke eloquently about your 

strength.  What will be your weakness? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I am very meticulous.  I am very passionate about what I do.  

I’ll give a practical example.  Over the years as a presiding officer, I do not wait to 

be called to Court to preside of a matter.  In other words, if I adjourn a matter and 



we say we are going to resume a matter at two, I expect everyone to be there at 

two o’clock and that’s where I become irritable, which I suppose is a weak point.  I 

become irritable if you know, role players are not at Court at the appointed hour.  

So, that’s the one point and if one is doing, carrying out what they are supposed to 

do and I’ve given a task, I suppose my weak point would be, I’d rather do it myself 

if it’s not done.  Because I believe in results to the extent that I can.  

COMMISSIONER NYAMBI: Thank you, CJ. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you, Commissioner Nyambi.  

Commissioner Norman?  Sorry JP Leeuw.  

JUDGE PRESIDENT LEEUW: Thank you, Chief Justice.  Good afternoon, 

Judge Mudau? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Good afternoon, JP. 

JUDGE PRESIDENT LEEUW: Yes, what do you understand by judicial case 

management? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Judicial case management? 

JUDGE PRESIDENT LEEUW: Yes? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you.  I understand this concept, in fact, let me take you 

back a few years ago, some years ago.  This concept, to the best of my 

recollection, we met in 2002 as the judiciary in this country.  In that conference we 

had some Judges, or a Judge from the USA who came to address us.   We were, I 

was still a Senior Magistrate in Johannesburg, I qualified because I was a sub-

cluster head.  We had Attorney Generals at the time, or DPPs, we had Heads of 

Court and I understand the role being that Judges must be involved at an early 



stage, from the inception of the case, either criminal, to manage the outcome, so 

that there shouldn’t be unnecessary delays.  So, in other words, it is the 

involvement of Judges at a very early age, to try and get rid of unnecessary delays 

in the matter and to identify tribal issues.  That’s how I understand it.  

JUDGE PRESIDENT LEEUW:   Yes, have you applied it practically? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I do indeed.  As I sit here before you, I’ve got matters that 

have been allocated to me by my own JP, heavy commercial matters, that I’m 

managing.  In fact, not one, a number of them and yes, I deal with that and not 

only that, when it comes to you know, criminal matters, I preside over pre-trial 

hearings to certify whether matters are trial ready and if not, then I enquire what is 

the delay.  Why should you keep a particular date if your matter is not trial ready?  

I do that in civil, I do that in criminal matters.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Commissioner Norman? 

COMMISSIONER NORMAN: Thank you, Chief Justice.  Good afternoon, 

Judge Mudau.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Good afternoon.  

COMMISSIONER NORMAN: Thank you.  I see that your strength is largely on 

the criminal side of things because most of the judgments that you’ve listed are 

based on criminal law.  Am I correct? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I’ve done, most of my time on the Bench obviously, was spent 

on the criminal side of things.  But however, since I became a Judge, I hardly ever 

touched crime.  For instance, the last, this past year, I’ve only done criminal 



matters in one term, the rest of the year it’s civil related matters.  So even the 

judgments that I gave you here, a good number of them are civil related matters.  

COMMISSIONER NORMAN: Yes, I could only pick up two of those that are 

civil matters.  But the point I want to make really is, have you been exposed 

extensively to civil work?  The reason I ask that question is, since you’re 

appointed on the 1st of January 2016, out of the judgments, criminal judgments 

that you’ve listed, you have done, at least listed two civil matters and the rest are 

all criminal matters.  That is after your appointment, and I would like to know 

whether you’ve been exposed enough to do civil work? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Commissioner Norman, you can be rest assured I’ve been 

exposed to all sorts of work, including civil.  If one goes into Saflii, you’ll find a lot 

of my matters in area of Family Law in the area of Civil Law.  I’m very comfortable, 

I’m enjoying the work I do as a Judge.  

COMMISSIONER NORMAN: Yes.  And then in one of your judgments you 

deal with the provisions of Section 310 of the Criminal Procedure Act and you 

criticise there the Magistrate for not having cooperated with the Prosecutors.  

Now, if you appointed, if you are successful as the Deputy Judge President of the 

division, how do you plan to manage that relationship.  The Prosecutors got to 

Magistrates and say give me a stated case; I intend taking the matter up to the 

High Court.  How do you plan to manage that, having experienced that there is 

somewhat no cooperation in that regard? 

JUDGE MUDAU: The matter you’re referring to, State v Maitland, where a 

Magistrate refused to receive into evidence, evidence relating to a search warrant, 

and the matter as you would know by now, was taken up all the way to the 



Constitutional Court.  I declared a mistrial and ordered a retrial.  Now, I’m going to 

a situation, in my position, I’ll be going back to a position where I’ll be coordinating 

with the Lower Court judiciary and I think I’m better suited, because of the system 

of your appeals and reviews, I come from that background.  So, one has a very 

good eye with regard to what are the challenges, coming up with processes to, for 

instance, coming up with seminars, even over weekends, to address each other 

so that we should speak in one voice as the judiciary, but with the Magistrates is 

part of the judiciary.  So, my contribution, [inaudible 0:47:51.7] contribution would 

be coming up, identify topics of interest where one can impart, in particularly to the 

Lower Court judiciary in terms of how the work can be enhanced.  

COMMISSIONER NORMAN: Yes.  Thank you, Chief Justice.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you Commissioner Norman.  Prof? 

COMMISSIONER NTLAMA: Thank you, CJ.  Good afternoon, Judge Mudau. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Good afternoon, Prof.   

COMMISSIONER NTLAMA: The Society of Law Teachers is very explicit in 

their comments to say that as a leader you need to have exceptional skills.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Prof, I think you haven’t positioned your mic 

properly.  Just make sure that you align it with the direction you face when you 

speak so that it can, you can be audible.  Maybe on the left-hand side.  It would 

really help.   No, you turn away from it, Prof, put it where you face, so that you 

speak into it so to speak.  

COMMISSIONER NTLAMA: I’m tall, CJ. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Are you properly positioned?  Okay.  



COMMISSIONER NTLAMA: Thank you very much.  Judge Mudau, the 

Society of Law Teachers is very explicit to say, for a leader you need to 

demonstrate exceptional leadership skills and, in your CV, the first cover, which 

reflects your profile, you wrote as if you have been indirectly introduced by 

someone. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Sorry, I missed out? 

COMMISSIONER NTLAMA: You wrote your profile as if you are being 

recommended by someone?  The profile in your CV is not reflective of your own 

voice to say who is you but this profile is from someone else to say who is Judge 

Mudau.  Secondly, as a Judge, there’s an outcry over gender-based violence to 

an extent the calls have been made that the Judges should not release those 

accused of these crimes on bail, reinstatement of death penalty and all these 

other issues that are being raised.  But without venturing into those debates, but in 

your understanding, what do you understand about the institutional independence 

of the judiciary, within these public concerns against gender-based violence? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you, Prof.  Let me start where you started with regard 

to the profile I wrote.  It’s in the third person, but I’m the author of the profile that 

you read.  It’s in the third person.  It does not distract from what I’m conveying, 

that I’ve got a solid background in management of courts.  As a matter of fact, as 

I’ve alluded to previously.  It’s in the third person, but it’s, I’m the person who 

authored it and I take ownership of what you find.  However, I hear what you are 

saying, you are suggesting that the format should have been different.  However, 

coming then to the aspect of gender-based violence and the approach of Courts in 

relation to bail, if you open up the commentary, Du Toit commentary, I’ve got a 



judgment that has been followed on the question, schedule 6 related bail 

application, it’s relied upon, in this case I had upheld an appeal where the situation 

allowed that the person should be granted bail.  However, my view is that we 

should be very firm not allow people to be out on bail whereas and in fact, the 

circumstances do not permit.  Now, if you look at my judgments, that I have had, 

remember, you write what you get.  You preside over a matter that has been 

allocated to you.  I don’t pick cases, so however my judgments on gender-based 

violence speak for themselves.  I’ve been very solid, I would confirm on appeal, 

life where it is merited, I would give life imprisonment where it is merited without 

fail.  If you go on Saflii you’ll find numerous judgments where I’ve written, across 

the sexes, if I find you guilty and you are female and the circumstances are such 

that I must give you life, you’ll get life.  If a male person, and the circumstances 

permit and you deserve life, I’ll do so without an apology, so I’m very firm in that 

regard. 

COMMISSIONER NTLAMA: Thank you very much, Judge Mudau.  The 

public say please Courts, don’t release the offenders on bail.  So, as a Judge, 

what would you do under those circumstances, when there’s a threshold over your 

head, don’t release?  From the public?  That is why I’m asking you about the 

institutional independence.  The public says, the President stands on the national 

television, to say Courts must do this. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Judges are independent, and they must apply the law of the 

land based, with regard to their understanding of the law, the constitution and the 

prevailing law.  So, it might well be so that there are people waving placards 

outside of the courtroom, but if the particular facts do not permit that you should 

keep a person in detention, why do so?  You don’t do that.  You apply the law as 



you read it to the facts in front of you.  So, if the facts are such that you should 

release, you do so without fear or favour.  That is how the law is applied, and 

that’s what I’ve done.  And that’s what I will encourage my own colleagues to do.   

Thank you.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Commissioner Nkosi-Thomas? 

COMMISSIONER NKOSI-THOMAS: Thank you, Chief Justice and good 

afternoon, Judge Mudau. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Good afternoon, Commissioner Nkosi Thomas.  

COMMISSIONER NKOSI-THOMAS: There’s a consistency that emerges from 

the comments that we’ve received from the law bodies and they are inviting us to 

probe your leadership qualities, and I do appreciate that certain of my colleagues 

have done so.  But that’s a very important issue, because you are applying to a 

leadership position.  So, I’m simply going to ask you this question.  What is your 

vision for this division as a Deputy Judge President?  In other words, have you 

conducted an analysis of the status quo, where matter stand at the moment and 

how in relation to weaknesses, systemic or otherwise and how you intend 

addressing those weaknesses going forwards?  In other words, do you have say a 

five-year plan and if so, what it is please? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you for the question.  A few weeks ago, in preparation 

for this interview, through the Judge President, I asked for stats from that division 

and through the support of the Registrar, I mean, through the support of the JP 

and through the office of the Registrar, those stats were made available to me.  

So, I have had insight into their statistical returns across the board, in relation to 

Criminal Court matters, Civil and otherwise.  I understand exactly what the 



[inaudible 0:56:00.1] all about, I also understand, I took upon myself to look at the 

Practise Manual of that division.  By the way, it has been amended to suit the 

circumstances.  It is basically the Practise Manual that was used in my own 

division, but [break in recording] to deal with the circumstances at that division.  

So, I’m familiar with that.   With that as a background, with that as a background, 

the plan would be, as you correctly point out, to look in the future, to come up with 

innovative ways.  What is it that we can do with the current resources that we have 

and to plan in terms of the, because the amount of work is increasing?  To come 

up with a plan to deal with that.  That is why the idea therefore to find space, to 

communicate with the relevant stakeholders, to find space and try to 

accommodate High Court work and that’s where the Minister, seated next to you, 

would, I believe, also play a role to help us address the issue.  Because you need 

resources to deal with that.  There are no [inaudible 0:57:25.1] in Limpopo, 

because the Judges are few, the Judges are few.  We are talking about eight.  

There’s no [inaudible 0:57:32.3] 

COMMISSIONER NKOSI-THOMAS: Very well, thank you, Chief Justice.  

CHIEF JUSTICE: Thank you so much, mam.   Minister?  Minister are you 

passing? 

MINISTER LAMOLA: Apologies, Chief Justice.  I was defocused by 

Commissioner. Nda Mudau. What brought me to your CV is the judgment you’ve 

made on the Minister of Police and Kunene.  And the reason it has drawn my 

attention is because the SIU is currently investigating the collusion between 

practitioners and the officers in various departments at other professionals with 

regard to the theft of public money.  Which now runs into millions as per the SIU’s 



provisional report.  What do you think should be the role of the judiciary to help us 

cap these ongoing leakages of the public purse? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Minister, thank you.  The judiciary can play a role on an 

ongoing basis, depending of course what is before you.  You can only play a role 

as and when a matter has been allocated to you and then in reading your papers, 

in dealing with your case, you then find areas of concern.  Don’t be slow.  

Because there’s a duty, even in terms of our own, even in terms of our own 

processes, to report where there’s a need to report, in terms of misconduct, to 

relevant bodies to say, I see this kind of conduct, please deal with that and report 

where you should.  So, in the case that the Honourable Minister has referred to, it 

is one of those cases where I realized that something is not right.  Ordinarily, when 

a matter is brought to Court and there’s been undue delay in bringing about a 

rescission application, one does not give that, but you don’t do so in a vacuum.  

You look into the facts and this is where the facts that I saw, I saw something 

missing.  I realized that certainly room on the side of a Judge, to interfere, as I did.  

And as a matter of fact, as facts would have it, the counsel involved hasn’t been 

suspended by the, suspended from practice.  So, we can play an effective role.  

This is not the only case, for instance, where I was involved in, Minister.  There 

was a matter, when I was in Randburg, in 2012, which cried out for judicial 

intervention and I did.  Let me give you the facts.  Brief background.  I was the 

only sitting Regional Court Magistrate, one colleague was sick, the other one was 

on leave, could not come and I was doing all three Courts, so I was asked from 

the one Court to stand down two matters. Before I knew it, those matters were 

dealt with in a District Court.  To start with, you can’t do that, because these were 

Regional Court matters.  I smelt something; it was forum shopping.  I wrote 



reasons why the matter has to be special reviewed.  The matter was sent up to my 

division.  Colleagues there set the matter aside and that Prosecutor has since 

been kicked out of the system.  So, those are the kind of measures that one 

should be alive to, and interfere from where I sit, as and when it is necessary.  But 

I should say that you can’t be a police officer where you are not, you can only 

police from where you sit as a judicial officer.  

MINISTER LAMOLA: Then, my second question relates to your work you 

have been doing as a Magistrate in particular, because I see there you also 

played some kind of administrative and leadership role of some sort.  What kind of 

innovation, particularly now that we on a process of transforming the judicial 

process, or the criminal, the entire justice system, in terms of digitization 

[intervenes] 

JUDGE MUDAU: What [intervenes] 

MINISTER LAMOLA: Digitization of the, it’s a paper heavy profession and 

then the department spends lots of money with the libraries, the law reports, 

almost running to millions of Rands, and I haven’t picked up from your work that 

there is a space where you have put some kind of innovation in that regard to 

bring some kind of technological advancement for the administration.  For the 

efficient administration of justice, where you were involved. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you for the question, Minister.  There’s only so much 

that one can put, but now that you reminded me, I will take you back.  In 2002, I 

was involved in what is called Process Project, so the issue of automation of 

process did not start recently.  I was already involved, there were two Courts.  It 

was the Magistrate’s Court in Durban and the Johannesburg Magistrate’s Court 



where the idea of automation of processes in civil related matters, as well as 

[inaudible 1:03:00.2] were being played out, were being tried at these two Courts. 

The launch was in 2002, in Durban.  The entire process started late in the 

nineties, around ’98/’99.  I was practically involved in that.  Two of my colleagues, 

unfortunately, have since passed on.  One is at the Bar, but the issue of 

automation of process is not new.  Now, as we speak in Johannesburg, that’s 

where we are going.  We, this rollout [inaudible 1:03:33.7] so Limpopo has an 

advantage of someone who is involved, as we speak, in the out [inaudible 

1:03:39.6] processes, Court processes.  So, when there’s a rollout, already, you 

have someone who already for years has been playing a leading role in that 

position and who has a keen interest to make sure that it’s a success.  In other 

words, you already have a changed [inaudible 1:03:56.7] in respect of this out-, 

because, if you look at other Courts in other jurisdiction, that’s where they are, 

Minister, that’s where we are, Chief Justice, and I am sure I will add value in that 

regard.  

MINISTER LAMOLA: Judge, you are saying it is a very long, and I agree, I 

was still a student.  I was also surprised to see in the department that this is a 

long, old project.  

JUDGE MUDAU: It is.  

MINISTER LAMOLA: What do you think has hamstrung the judiciary, the 

entire system to achieve this thing so that it stays for so many years without clear 

visible outcomes for the public in terms of the administration of justice, efficiently 

we are still far, far from being satisfactory in this regard.  What do you think has 

delayed this and what do you think you’ll be able to do in the, particularly where in 



case you are appointed in Limpopo, for the Polokwane and also for 

Thohoyandou? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you, Minister.  If you may just allow me to add one 

thing that I thought the system can be, of value.  When an accused person is 

appearing at Court for the first time, fingerprints were taken, a photoshot is taken, 

so that a person who ultimately appears before a judicial officer is the same 

person.  You have a situation where the system is corrupted.  A person who 

ultimately is appearing at Court, is not necessarily the person who entered the cell 

in the morning.  I’ve had that experience before.  Someone who was appearing on 

a very serious charge, a foreigner from Zimbabwe.  With a schedule 6 matter, 

managed to escape the system.  Appearing, a person who appeared in Court was 

not the same person.  In other words, they swop the system.  They rob the 

system.  So, if you go back to the system that we had in Johannesburg, and it’s 

applied to the letter of the law, that is what we can do.  And you’ll be amazed that 

we can achieve very good result, because you will be able to see through that 

information which is captured that this person who is appearing is the same 

person who is appearing later on.  The system, you asked me, Minister, as to what 

the challenges were.   From where I sit, I think it had much to do with the contracts 

that were in place.  You don’t need an outside person.  You need to have, to 

invest in capacity, inhouse capacity.  People are now technologically, you know, 

learned.  Inhouse capacity so that when you are developing the processes, you 

are already investing inhouse with regard to people who should operate.  

However, if you bring in a third party, who is there because of a tender, they’ve got 

vested interests.  So, that’s where the money is going to be lost, because you 

know, you are developing the process as you go along.  So, obviously, if you are 



there because you’re a businessman, and you want to get good monetary returns, 

what are you going to do?  You are going to extend your stay in that position for 

as long as you possibly can.  I think that is what went wrong, if you ask me.   

MINISTER LAMOLA: Maybe the last one on the same issue, to follow up, is 

that with regard to what you are saying that is maybe the contracts and so forth, 

what we have seen in the department is that could also be the challenge which we 

must give it and agree, but also the challenges that the profession itself is used to 

paper.  There is no willingness or kind of change management from either the 

judiciary, for example, you are still with the Judges, trying to transform, in terms of 

the libraries and so forth, but you still want to see the Law Report behind you.  The 

Prosecutors, they still want to see the docket, like in hardcopy and there has been 

a system that they can be able to upload this docket with the SAPS and so forth, 

but that, even if the contract is there, it’s not happening.  So, my question relates 

to how do you think we should move forward to ensure that that, that we want to 

achieve with this digitization, does happen, human beings do upload the docket, 

the Judges also use  their laptops, their Wi-Fi and so forth, they don’t want to see 

the Law Report behind him, Judge Maya and Chief Justice, and yourself and so 

forth, and even at Correctional Services they also want to see these being 

automated.  That human being, human element. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Minister, a lot has happened since the late ‘90s and the early 

2000.  A good number, let me say that the majority of presiding officers certainly 

now, are able to use a laptop to write their own judgments, as I do, I don’t rely on 

someone or my own personal clerk, I write my own judgments.  So, those who did 

not use laptops and/or computers to contribute in the system, are now fewer and 

fewer and getting, the system is getting, you know, the Law of Natural Attrition is 



getting rid of those, from the system.  So, I think, I think they are far much fewer 

and the idea would be to expose those who are not, for us to be able to proceed.   

MINISTER LAMOLA: Okay thank you.  My last one is related to your role as 

a Magistrate and as a Judge.  What is your view with regard to when does a 

person become a judiciary officer?  Is it when you are appointed Magistrate or 

only when you’re appointed a Judge, and that experience or that interlink between 

Magistrate’s and a Judge of the High Court, how should the Judicial Service 

Commission deal with that?  Must we discuss the experience of a Magistrate and 

only look at the, for example, with yourself, the three years as a Judge, is that 

what should only be weighted for our consideration of your role? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Minister, in 1993 I stood before Justice Liebenberg to be 

sworn in in terms of the interim Constitution 200 of 1993, to uphold the values of 

the Constitution.  There should not be a difference whether you, it doesn’t matter 

which station in life, within the judiciary you [inaudible 1:10:26.8], that’s how it 

should be viewed.  This job place restrictions in the manner that I behave in public 

and in private and if you were in a different platform, I would have said I’ve kept 

the faith and I continue to do so.  So, there shouldn’t be any distinction, it doesn’t 

matter that you are a judicial officer of the lowest rank or a judicial officer of the 

Highest Court, you should still behave within the confines of the law and the 

norms and standards that are expected of you as a judicial officer.  In other words, 

mind your step, mind your language and mind whom you interact with.  It should 

not have any interference with the work that you do.  That’s what I would expect 

and that’s what I’ve done for over 31 years.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Deputy Chair Lucas? 



COMMISSIONER LUCAS: Thank you very much, Honourable Chief 

Justice.  Good afternoon, Judge Mudau.  I think they have asked you [intervenes] 

[background voice 1:11:29.7] 

COMMISSIONER LUCAS: … they have asked you the question about 

gender-based violence.  I just want to take it from a little bit of a different angle.  

With Limpopo being a very  traditional and a cultural province and also the 

prevalence of discrimination against women and LGBTIQ, plus in particular, we 

have the serious issue now of gender-based violence, but also the attitude of the 

officials, that is now police, social services, Magistrates, you name them, towards 

the whole issue of gender-based violence.  In the absence of, or you particularly, 

you are aspiring to become a leader, in the person of a Deputy Judge President.  

Now in the absence of specialized Courts, possibly in that area where you want to 

be the leader, how do you actually envisage to manage all the involved parties, 

traditionally, women, LGBTIQ and others with regards to the issue of the handling 

of gender-based violence?  I hope you have the question? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Commissioner, thank you, thank you for the question.  It’s a 

valid question.  Let’s start with the basics.  The Constitution of the land, the  

Supreme Law in the country, so it doesn‘t matter where you are, what station, it 

doesn’t matter what community you come from, everything has to be measured in 

terms of what are the values, what are the values that the, our Constitution 

prescribes.  Now, if there’s a require-, need therefore, to educate certain 

communities, certain interest groupings, certain role-players, so let it be.  In my 

experience, what we have done, in the last 20 years that I was in Gauteng, we 

had intersectoral committees that dealt with issues, in other words, from 



education, from social welfare to deal with stereotypes, so that people have to be 

sensitive.  You have to be sensitive to stay clear of that, because there’s to be 

equality of application of our law.  It doesn’t matter where you come from, whether 

you come from a traditional background and those are the values that we should 

always promote.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Commissioner Mpofu? 

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Thank you. Ndaa. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Ndaa bo Mpofu. 

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Yes, no, I was going to ask you about, I see that 

you did a mini thesis on the right to equality? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes, I did indeed.  

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Which is my favourite write [inaudible 1:14:23.3] 

[Crosstalk 1:14:22.4] 

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Thank you.  But I think you’ve been asked by 

other Commissioners, I was going to ask you with specific reference to gender 

equality, but that has already been asked.  So, I’m just going to ask you, just a few 

practical questions.  You would agree that the position you are applying for is, 

apart from the leadership and other issues that have been mentioned, also entails 

attention to detail? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Insofar as it is an administrative body, rather 

position? 



JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Now, just a few small things which I’ve picked 

from your CV that are a little bit confusing [intervenes] 

JUDGE MUDAU: And perhaps, before you do, if I may, I noticed that there’s 

reference that I passed matric in 1992, let me state upfront, that was just a typo, it 

was in 1982.  

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: ’82? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  There’s a certificate attached, so that was a typo.  I had 

my personal clerk helping me and when I looked at it, I had overlooked that.  So 

[intervenes] 

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Ja, okay.  

JUDGE MUDAU: I don’t know where you were going, I didn’t want to 

[intervenes] 

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Ja, that is one of them.  But it’s fine.  Then, the 

other one, the BLA said you are 60 [intervenes] 

JUDGE MUDAU: No, they were wrong.  

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Which was an exaggeration, but it looks like you 

also don’t know your age.  How old are you? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I was born in [intervenes] 

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: How old are you? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I turn 58 in December. 



COMMISSIONER MPOFU: No, you don’t.  You are 56.  You are 56 now.   I 

was worried because I was also born in ’62, [inaudible 1:16:00.5] that I’m 60. 

[laughing 1:16:03.8] 

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Okay, so you are actually turning 57. 

JUDGE MUDAU: I’m sorry, yes.  

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: You are only 56 now.  Okay, so that’s 

[intervenes] 

JUDGE MUDAU: I certainly am not 60, that’s the point I’m making.  

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Yes.   No, that’s fine.   Alright, and then 

[giggling] no, there’s a lot wrong with being 60.  Okay, then the last one is just, 

again I think this must be just maybe an oversight, just a follow up on what the JP 

was saying about the linguistic diversity of Limpopo as a province.  We know that 

it’s one of the most diverse, maybe second only to Gauteng, in terms of the 

language groups that are there.  And you say, but when you talk about other 

languages, you only listed English and Afrikaans.  Should I assume that’s just an 

oversight?  Do you have a working understanding of the other languages in 

Limpopo? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I certainly do, particularly with Tsonga.  The, Tsonga is one of 

the languages that I speak.   

COMMISSIONER MPOFU SC: And Sepedi? 

JUDGE MUDAU: [inaudible 1:17:12.2] I understand it very well.   



COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Yes.   So, what, is there a reason why you only 

put English and Afrikaans under other languages? 

JUDGE MUDAU: This was a CV that I updated, I overlooked that.  So, please 

overlook that, forgive me for that.   

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: So [crosstalk 1:17:27.7] add Tsonga and? 

JUDGE T P MUDAU: Yes, and Pedi. 

ADV MPOFU SC: And Sepedi? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  

COMMISSIONER MPOFU: Okay, no thank you.  Thank you, CJ. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you, thank you Commissioner.  Chair, 

Commissioner Magwanishe? 

COMMISSIONER MAGWANISHE: Thank you very much, Chief Justice.  

Good afternoon, Judge Mudau. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Good afternoon, Commissioner.   

COMMISSIONER MAGWANISHE: There is always an assumption that 

leadership is about leading downwards.  In your experience, how have you been 

able to lead upwards and that will include the ability to manage insecurities of your 

superiors? 

JUDGE MUDAU: The approach, it’s a very sensitive issue.  The approach 

obviously, would require tact, one has to be tactful.  If there are, if you have got 

misgivings, about a particular conduct or areas of concern that you have with a 

superior, who is your superior, is to ask for an audience and confront the issue.  If 



it’s relevant.  If it hinders the work at hand.  So, yes, I have worked with senior 

colleagues.  As I said I was very young when I became a Senior Magistrate in 

Johannesburg.  There were other Senior Magistrates of age above me, so areas, 

and those who followed me, whom I had it.  So, it’s about tact, and to deal with 

those issues if they interfere with the work in a tactful manner.  

MR MAGWANISHE: Thank you, Chief Justice.  My second question is how 

do you think we need to manage succession planning within the judiciary? 

JUDGE MUDAU: It’s an ongoing process.  It’s very important, but from where I 

sit, I think the judiciary has done very well.  There are no easy answers.  The 

challenges are many.  They are competing interests.  But what has been done 

over the years is admirable, by making sure that you’ve got people who will take 

over as and when you retire.  It’s very important we do so.  I have often said to 

colleagues that I’m welded to the chair that you sit.  In fact, I say that often, to 

practitioners when they come to introduce, particularly young practitioners.  You 

see this chair I’m sitting on, one day it’s going to be your chair if you are willing 

and able to do that.  It starts now.  So, I say that often when I meet practitioners.  

Either as attorneys or as advocates to practise as such.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: I think how was the question?  How do you 

make it happen?  As an aspirant leader [intervenes] 

JUDGE MUDAU: That is [intervenes] 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: What systems are you going to put in place to 

make sure that it actually does happen?  It’s not just at an aspirational level. 

JUDGE MUDAU: That’s right.  Thank you, Chief Justice.  It’s to identify 

potential.  One has to look out and identify potential, the weaknesses, the strength 



of your own colleagues and identify persons or people who can take over from 

where you, when you retire, or move on as such, and to expose them to act and to 

allocate work to them in your absence.   

COMMISSIONER MAGWANISHE: Thank you, Chief Justice.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you.  Commissioner Mmoiemang? 

COMMISSIONER MMOIEMANG:  Kea le boga, Chief Justice.  Good 

afternoon. 

JUDGE MUDAU: Good afternoon, Commissioner.  

COMMISSIONER MMOIEMANG:    My question, my question relates to 

your understanding of the Rule of Law and Legality. 

JUDGE MUDAU: The Rule of Law and Legality? 

COMMISSIONER MMOIEMANG:  And legality, because in the fifth 

administration that was an [inaudible 1:21:30.8] of litigation against the legislature 

and the executive and the Chief Justice in a number of judgments has said that 

the public office bearers ignore legality and the Rule of Law at their own peril, and 

obviously, as Commissioners, coming from that arm of State, it becomes important 

for us to be able to get a sense in terms of your understanding of how do you 

balance responses like the judiciary is overreaching.  In one judgment the Chief 

Justice raised an issue of a judicial, a classical case of judicial activism.  I suspect 

it was informed by an understanding of respecting the work of the legislative arm 

of Government.  So therefore it becomes important that as a DJP candidate, you 

are able to balance the working of the three arms of State by putting much more 

emphasis on the understanding of the separation of powers, the judicial authority 



of the Court in exercising discretion, but at the same time, taking care of not being 

too much active, but at the same time not being too passive not to ensure that 

there is compliance with the [inaudible 1:23:16.2] Constitution.   

JUDGE MUDAU: Commissioner, I agree entirely with you.  I think it is 

incumbent on all of us in a Constitutional democracy to first recognize that we 

have one Supreme Law and that is the Constitution, doesn’t matter that you are 

coming from, which branch of the State you come from, but the first point of call is 

that, is to respect the laws of the country.  Similarly, when it comes to us as 

judicial officer, in whatever pronouncement I must make, I must have due regard 

and respect for the role that the other arms of Government have to play.  Do so, 

appreciating that one, they have roles to play.  But ultimately, a decision has to be 

made when a matter is before me, before Court, to make an appropriate call 

and/or judgment that deals with whatever issue it may be.   

COMMISSIONER MMOIEMANG: Do you agree that the President must 

provide reasons when he reshuffles? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I know that recently there was a matter before the 

Constitutional Court.  I haven’t had an opportunity to study that closely, I must 

confess.   I’m, by the way, I am guided by decisions already made, particularly if 

it’s a binding decision, coming from, from Higher Courts than me.   

COMMISSIONER MMOIEMANG: Thank you, Chief Justice.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you so much, Commissioner.  Judge 

Mudau, I can tell you we, after proper reflection, we’ve sidestepped that issue.  

Commissioner Sigogo? 

COMMISSIONER SIGOGO: Thank you, CJ.  [inaudible 1:25:20.8] 



JUDGE MUDAU: [inaudible 1:25:23.2] 

COMMISSIONER SIGOGO: You indicated that in Limpopo there are eight 

Judges in that establishment? 

JUDGE MUDAU: The last one is now vacant.  All in all, there are nine.  

COMMISSIONER SIGOGO: Okay.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  

COMMISSIONER SIGOGO: What I didn’t hear you saying is how many of 

them are men and how many of them are women? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I beg your pardon? 

COMMISSIONER SIGOGO: How many of them are female and how many of 

them are male? 

JUDGE MUDAU: As far as I’m aware there’s only one female Judge.  

COMMISSIONER SIGOGO: Yes.   

JUDGE MUDAU: The rest are males.  

COMMISSIONER SIGOGO: When questions were put to you to identify the 

challenges, I had thought this one was going to be one of the issues that you are 

going to leave as legacy when you leave the position of DJP to make sure that 

there will be more women in that division than men.  And what will be your plan to 

make sure that there are more women in the Limpopo High Court than what there 

are right now.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you, Mr Sigogo.  I made the point earlier, I did so as a 

basis of my contribution to your answer, that I was in a position where I had a 



judgment call and I led a very small team of people where we had to transform the 

Johannesburg Magistrate’s Court and I contributed in the transformation of that 

Court in that way.  Now, coming back to the point in issue that you are raising.  My 

approach therefore would be to go beyond Limpopo, to go countrywide and 

identify potential, you can’t only confine it to one area.  Go countrywide.  This 

country belongs to all of us.  Go countrywide and identify people with potential 

who can come.  Women, who can come and sit as judges in that division.  That 

would be my approach and it’s something that I will take up with the Judge 

President. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Tell me, what are the major problems that 

confront the Magistracy in Limpopo?  I ask it because, I ask the question because 

the JP, duly assisted by the DJP, play a supervisory role in relation to the 

functioning of the Magistrate’s Court in a province.  So, what are the major 

challenges, major concerns, for the Magistracy in Limpopo.   

JUDGE MUDAU: The major challenges from where I see, is, [inaudible 

1:27:53.8] is continuous legal education.  Even in terms of you know, basic things.  

If you look at your J15, your cover page of a record of proceedings, there’s 

something which is very basic in terms of your disposal instruction.  When did one 

become a Magistrate and seniority?  It becomes relevant when matters are sent to 

the High Court for either review and you must then decide that this matter has 

been decided by a person with the appropriate experience or lesser.  For you to 

determine whether the matter is judicially properly before you.  So that is an 

ongoing challenge in my view.  And that is the area that one can make a 

contribution.  Secondly, to instil ongoing discipline that we have five days in a 

week and that the Court must sit optimally for us to be able to finalize matters that 



needs to be finalized in the District Court, in the Regional Court, on an ongoing 

basis, using the resources that we have.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Are you saying there’s ill discipline within the 

Magistracy in Limpopo? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I’m not saying that, per se, Chief Justice, I’m suggesting that 

in every situation there’s always room to improve.  There’s always room to 

improve, in every situation.  You will find that there’s a, in a bag there’s one rotten 

apple, deal with that, if you need to.  That’s the sense, that’s the point I’m trying to 

make.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: The, I thought you would allude to the frustrating 

challenge, which has been there for some years now, that the Polokwane 

Magistrate’s Court was burnt down and Magistrates have got no place to occupy 

in order to run their cases properly.  Right, not far from where the High Court is.  

And, as a person who aspires towards supervising the Magistracy, I thought you 

would have studied the challenges of the judiciary in the province and this one 

being right next to the High Court, you would be alive to that challenge.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you, Chief Justice.  It’s something that, in my response 

to you, I’m aware.  I mean, the fact that the building burnt down, it’s a matter of 

common knowledge to all of us.  I’m sorry that I overlooked that.  It’s [inaudible 

1:30:30.4] to the extent possible, where we can, I’m sure one can take it up with 

the JP, if we have got empty rooms, why can’t we move some of the Regional 

Courts.  I mean, if you look at Palm Ridge for instance.  We were at Palm Ridge, 

it’s a High Court, there were about ten Courts running at a Magistrate Court where 

they gave us facilities to use.  I mean, there are challenges, there are concerns, 



particularly when one has regard to the public purse, why can’t we use the 

resources that we have.  So, if we have got a room or two, still standing empty, 

whilst the processes are unfolding, whilst building plans are being made, whilst the 

work in ongoing, there’s no harm in sharing resources to the extent that we can.  

That’s my suggestion.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: What other critical infrastructural challenges are 

in Limpopo, that affect the working of the Magistracy negatively? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I would imagine that the libraries [intervenes] 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: No, no, no.  Not the ones that you imagine, the 

ones that you have studied and picked up in preparation for this position that 

you’re aspiring to occupy. 

JUDGE MUDAU: I choose the word imagine, I meant to say the issue of, we 

need resources in particular to library, because without a library you can’t do the 

work that you need to do.  You need to have resources in order to be able to 

discharge the function that you need to function.  Either as any judicial officer right 

throughout.  You need librarians who will be able to annotate the books that are 

there, you need a fully functional library, that’s the one thing that comes to mind, 

as I speak.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Which Magistrate Court or Courts do not have 

libraries?  Or relatively well-staffed libraries? 

JUDGE MUDAU: If I recall, the Thohoyandou [intervenes] 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Is it if you recall, or do you know, have you 

assessed the needs of those you must help lead and I identified certain 



challenges, certain deficiencies that you are now able to point out.  Let me make 

myself clear.  I become a bit involved when it comes to leadership, because if it 

collapses there, we all suffer.  As an aspirant leader of the High Court, what 

challenges in relation to libraries, in Limpopo, have you identified, if you have? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I have identified one Court, I haven’t had an opportunity to go 

to the  other Courts, and I can assure you, Chief Justice, that given an opportunity 

I would not wait for the ink to become dry, I will make it my business certainly, with 

the help of the JP, to visit some of the places.  What I have identified is that there 

are no librarians in those Courts, in other words, the library is not properly kept, 

that’s the one area I’ve noticed with Thoyondou Magistrate’s Court, in particular, 

that I can mention.  I haven’t had, unfortunately, I must confess, to go to all the 

Courts but if you, if I succeed in this position, that is the one area that I would 

make it my business, certainly, with the permission of the JP, to go around and 

deal with that.  Because it’s a necessary functional tool for one to be able to 

discharge your duties as a judicial officer.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: You see, sir, I know we are busy people.  It’s all 

a matter of a call.  You identify the Regional Court President, you identify the 

cluster head of the Magistracy in Limpopo, pick up a call and say what are your 

challenges.  In preparation.  So that when you come here, you are able to 

demonstrate to us, not only that you are serious about this position, but also that 

you have a vision, you know that you are not the overall leader, but you are not 

just coming to occupy a position.  You are a difference-maker.  You know the 

challenges, you articulate them and put forward possible solutions that you will 

share with your leader.  That’s what I’m asking for.  And that is why, by the way, at 



the beginning I said, what are the problems and how are you going to deal with 

them.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  Chief Justice, it’s a point well made.  The Regional 

Court President in Limpopo is someone that I know and so do I know the cluster 

head, the Chief Magistrate is Ringani.  So, I, I know them, it’s one area that I 

overlooked, but I can, you can be rest assured, it’s something that I can work on 

and improve on, so it gives me an opportunity to work on, regard-, going forward.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Now, you know that most of our delays are at a 

Magistrate’s Court level, isn’t it? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Yes.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: And as a former Magistrate, do you have a plan 

that could be implemented in Limpopo to make sure that their performance is 

measurable, you are able to track, to track down areas of weakness, as a person 

who is intimately familiar with this institution.  This is what I’m going to encourage 

colleagues to implement, so that we are able to tell whether our people are being 

served well or not? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Chief Justice, thank you.  The environment has changed for 

the better in that we now have access to technology, internet and to get stats and 

to interrogate stats to see that the Courts are sitting optimally, the hours are being 

observed, to see the, that’s where those meetings will come in.  To be able to zero 

down to a particular Court, a particular Magistrate, to identify what is the challenge 

to be able to deal with that.  So, that is an area that I think I will be able to add 

value, because I come from that environment as well.  To see that the matters that 

have been enrolled are not necessarily occupying space, they haven’t, they are 



not being heard, they are just endless postponements.  That is an area that I think 

one can add value, by interrogating stats.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: No, I don’t understand you, sir.  Because I saw 

those stats.  I’ve had to appoint Judge President Mmusi because he comes from 

the Magistracy, to look at them afresh because I was not convinced that an 

appropriate picture was being communicated to me, and indeed, when he stepped 

in as a former Magistrate, he picked up there are problems.  That’s why we could 

not present as part of the report on Thursday, the Court performance related stats 

of the Magistracy.  We could only identify key performance indicators.  So, I was 

expecting you, because you are relying also on your leadership role as a 

Magistrate, to come and say I’ve picked up this, this is the difference that I’m 

going to make.   

[break in recording 1:37:50.9] 

JUDGE MUDAU: Sorry.  Thank you, Chief Justice.  The difference I’ll make will 

be to visit those stations.  Visit those stations.  From one station to the other, 

because it’s, the Magistraty, Magistracy rather, falls under your administrative 

responsibility through the heads of the provincial divisions.  So, I would be making 

it my business to visit those Courts to be able to see for myself what’s going on, to 

be able to give you a full report in that regard.  

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: My final question.  The Provincial Efficiency 

Enhancement Committee in Limpopo, how is it doing?   Which of the role-players 

are problematic and why? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I haven’t had an opportunity to visit that area in terms of 

engaging the Judge President to look at what are the shortcomings in terms of 



those provincial structures but it’s something that I cannot ignore.  Particularly in 

light of the engagement that I’ve had with the Chief Justice at this point.   

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: I don’t understand, sir?  I would have thought 

your starting point would be to find out what systems have been put in place to 

make sure that every role-player in the Court system does what they need to do 

for the system to work well and to get to know that the Judge President is the 

head of the Provincial Efficiency Enhancement Committee and find out from him 

how are all the role-players doing their work.  The police, the Prosecuting 

Authority, the organized profession, public works and whoever else, what are their 

challenges so that when you come here you can tell us what you have identified 

as areas where good progress has been made, areas where there are challenges 

and what you would suggest to the Judge President as being necessary to do.  

Any reason why didn’t ask him? 

JUDGE MUDAU: Chief Justice, the point is well made.  What I may, in response 

to what you have just asked, I can merely say the following, that I come from a 

background where I sat in those structures, I sat in those structures as a cluster 

head in my own division, I mean, in my own jurisdiction, when I was still a Senior 

Magistrate and I must concede the following, and I apologize for that, there’s room 

for improvement and I can commit to you that I come from an environment where 

we had intersectoral committees, role-players, [inaudible 1:40:44.2] and there are 

reports and I would be able to use that background, in order to make a 

contribution going forward and I won’t wait for, diaries permitting, to deal with 

those challenges that you have identified and I can commit to that.  



CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: For your sake, I was just raising these questions 

because if, God forbid, the Judge President collapses and dies, after you have 

been appointed Deputy Judge President, you would be expected to make sure 

that the system runs smoothly, and that is why it is necessary for you to be familiar 

with that environment.  I hope you don’t see it as some kind of an attack.  You 

know that when you apply for this position, you must be asked difficult questions 

to test your suitability.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you, Chief Justice.  I’m aware that the position comes 

with attendant responsibilities.  I’m aware of that.  And I can assure you I’m alive 

and eager to do my bit and I will make a significant contribution in that regard.  I 

did not see it in a favourable position in that I did not have an opportunity to in fact 

survey.  But the plans that you have in mind, rather the processes that are already 

in place, something that I can share with Limpopo, coming from the position in 

which I played a significant role, and I’ve noted your concern, is an area that 

would be my area of focus, so that when I have to report to you, I’ll be giving you 

results. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: And finally, you’ve never acted in the Limpopo 

High Court? 

JUDGE MUDAU: I’ve never acted in the Limpopo High Court.  I declined 

nomination because I wanted experience from Gauteng. 

CHIEF JUSTICE MOGOENG: Thank you so much.  You’re excused.  

JUDGE MUDAU: Thank you very much, Chief Justice.  Thank you, 

Commissioners.  I’m grateful for the opportunity.  Thank you.  

 



 

 


